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                          User Guidance Note GE-08 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 
The 1971 Census was undertaken on the night of 25/26 April 1971. The Census 
was carried out by the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) in 
England & Wales and the General Registar Office for Scotland (GROS). 
  

What data is available? 
The aggregate outputs from the 1971 Census were called the Small Area 
Statistics (SAS). These were structured as three separate sheets with different 
population basis: 

 
- Sheet 1: 100% population base (tables 1 to 14) 
- Sheet 2: 100% household base (tables 15 to 22) 
- Sheet 3: 10% household Sample base (tables 23 to 28) 

 
Each sheet contained a number of tables relating to people or households in a 
variety of socio-demographic groupings: age, birthplace, economic activity.  
 
Data is available for wards (17,870), districts (1,765), counties (96) and countries 
(3) in Great Britain. Although data for Enumeration Districts was also published 
in 1971, there are some issues relating to data and we advise users to contact the 
SASPAC helpdesk for more details. 
 

How is the data structured in SASPAC? 
There are currently four SASPAC System files containing the 1971 outputs: 
 

1) 1971 SAS WARDS IN GREAT BRITAIN.SYS 
2) 1971 SAS DISTRICTS IN GREAT BRITAIN.SYS 
3) 1971 SAS COUNTIES IN GREAT BRITAIN.SYS 
4) 1971 SAS COUNTRIES IN GREAT BRITAIN.SYS   

 
Each System file contains all 28 tables (1,571 variables) and relates to a different 
geographical level. The tables are numbered consecutively from 1 to 28 and for 
simiplicity follow a similar naming structure to other Census outputs: 
 
    SAS0010001 
 
 
 
 
Here the whole table may be simply indentified as ‘SAS001’. 

Accessing the 1971 Census statistics in SASPAC. 

This note describes how SASPAC can be updated to access the 1971 Census 
datasets.  

Table number/id  

Variable number/id Signifies  
the dataset name  

(Small Area Statistics) 
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Country level data has a four character zone identifier (zoneid): 
 

e064 = England 
w220 = Wales 
s179 = Scotland 
 

County level data has a three character zone identifier (zoneid): 
 

e01 – e46 = 46 counties in England 
w47 – w59 = 13 counties in Wales 
s60 – s96 = 37 counties in Scotland 
 

District level data has a seven character zone identifier (zoneid): 
 

e.g. E140398 = London Borough of Merton 
 

Ward level data has a nine character zone identifier (zoneid): 
 
e.g. E14039801 = Cannon Hill ward in the London Borough of Merton 
 

The naming convention for the geography is heirachical, therefore, ‘E14’ 
represents the County of London; ‘E140398’ is the London of Merton within 
London; and ‘E14039801’ is the first ward within Merton. 

 

How to update the searching screens within SASPAC?  
The 1971 Census data can be added so that it appears alongside all the other 
datasets available in SASPAC: 
 
To do this the following steps must be followed: 
 
Step 1 – copy over the framework and searching files and update to v9.08 
 
Download and save locally on your PC the 1971 update files from: 
 
http://www.saspac.org.uk/1971/Updatefiles.zip 
 
Unzip the folder and copy the enclosed files to the following locations:  
 

1971 Census SAS.Fwd to “C:\SASPAC\FRWDATA” 
SAS71.FWK to “C:\SASPAC\FRWORK” 
SAS71da.cpr to “C:\SASPAC\METADATA” 
SAS71DA.KEY to “C:\SASPAC\METADATA” 
SAS71da.ndx to “C:\SASPAC\METADATA” 
WSAS32.EXE to “C:\SASPAC\” (replace the existing file) 
 

Alternatively, if you are not running SASPAC on the C: drive, copy the files to 
the equivalent locations within the route of the SASPAC folder on a network or 
thin-client location. 
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Step 2 - update the saspac.ini file 
The first task here is to locate your current saspac.ini file and add an entry for the 
1971 data. If you are running Windows XP this file can be found here: 
 
C:\Documents and Settings\<USER>\Application Data\SASPAC\saspac.ini 
 
If you are running Windows 2000, then this file should be in: 
 
C:\WINNT or C:\WINDOWS directories. 
 
Alternatively, in SASPAC, select the “Help|INI file location…” menu item and 
a text box will appear with the file location. This can then be copied to your 
clipboard and pasted into a text file and the correct saspac.ini located. If you 
cannot find this file contact your IT department, as you may not have the 
appropriate security access requirements. If all the above fail, please contact the 
SASPAC helpdesk. 
 
Once located, and with the SASPAC application closed, open your saspac.ini 
file in a text editor (e.g. Notepad). To add the 1971 data, browse down to the 
paragraph headed “[Framework, Table & Cell metadata]”. Directly below the 
final entry in this section – this should begin ”1981JUVOS” - the following text 
should be inserted as one single line: 
 
1971SAS=origin:"SASPAC",fwk:"SAS71.fwk",fdesc:"Small Area 
Statistics",year:"1971",type:"S",lookup:"SAS71DA" 
 
The saspac.ini file should now look like this: 

 

Now save and close this file to complete the update procedure. 
 

How to access the 1971 datasets? 
Having updated SASPAC to include the 1971 data it is now possible to search, 
query, export and publish this data like any other datasets in the software. The 
final task is to access the SASPAC System files. These are available for a range 
of geographies and can be downloaded from: 
  
http://saspac.org/software/v9-07/ 
 
When searching for data it should now be possible to search and select variables 
from the 1971 datasets: 
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Equally, when carrying out a Print Tables task, the 1971 Framework File is 
available for selection from the ‘1981/1971’ drop-down list: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please contact the SASPAC helpdesk if you have issues accessing these datasets 
or you would like SASPAC to provide access to additional datasets. 


